My impression from Sweden
…The first step in overseas countries can makes anyone exciting, me included exactly. Three months
in overseas can gives you a lot of experiences from the adventure. When I came back home, I thought of
things I have got besides PT techniques, approach or notion, I also got the impression. … Going foreign
country, it’s the time to study everything new. The university there offered activities; joining a class with
international students, studying subjects that not been taught in Thailand, got new friends from many
countries, walking trip for city scenery, first snow (and first blizzard) in my life that was very difficult in
traveling but I have fun for all 3 months. I remembered that I was so happy to see flowers blooming in the last
week there before going back home. I would like to mention about the impression in people’s lifestyle and
management of clinical setting as well. Because I didn’t stay in the capital city, so it’s very silent on every
Sunday like a deserted city. The atmosphere is tranquil. Every Swedish people I met can communicate in
English, I was therefore afraid of nothing about losing the way. The three settings that I visited during the
practice, the physiotherapists there are so proud of the profession, they are so active and love for the things
they have done and they also do it with pride. It doesn’t mean that Thai physiotherapists are in opposite but I
think because I was so young when I practiced in Thailand, so I can’t understand others in different ways.
Nonetheless, I didn’t mean that I’m so mature when I was there in Sweden but I have just opened my eyes,
extended my perspectives. From all things I have mentioned, the most impressive for me is seeing many
people that taught me multifariously.
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